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WATERGAMES & MORE

Specialised in play on, around, with and in water!
Watergames & More constructs water attractions such as spray parks, water
slides & more. From a single attraction, to total water play experiences, in
which we combine all kinds of (themed) water attractions. Personal attention
and service are of paramount importance to us. If you wish, we can relieve you
of any worries throughout each stage of the process, from analysis and design
to construction and maintenance, ultimately providing a turnkey delivery of
your water attraction.
Founded by Paul van den Berg in 2008, our family business endeavours to
enable as many people as possible to enjoy water in a carefree, safe and playful
manner. Paul set out to develop water play concepts based on pedagogical,
physical and social aspects. These intrinsic playing needs still form the basis
for our designs. We then combine them with your wishes, a high quality, and
attention to safety and sustainability, to assure you of a safe and purposebuilt water attraction that will last for years. This enables you to increase the
attraction value of your site, while also exercising greater influence on visitor
numbers throughout the year.

www.watergamesandmore.com
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OUR WAY OF WORKING

Quality & Expertise
We would be pleased to assist you in increasing the attraction value of your site. Regardless
of whether it is a swimming pool, public space, recreational accommodation, amusement
park or other recreational location, the carefully considered application of water play
facilities enables you to distinguish yourself from your competitors, attract more visitors
and extend the length of your guests’ stay.
To us, quality and expertise are pivotal aspects in the creation of your water attraction(s).
Our application of high-quality products and deployment of skilled staff vouch for the
success of any further expansion, replacement or new purchase of an attraction.
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The process

The products

Whether it comprises standard elements from our
product range or particular design visions that are
totally in keeping with the theme of your site, all
designs start with an inventory of your wishes, possibly
in consultation with an architect and/or consultancy
firm. We would be pleased to advise you on matters
including the capacity, target group, appearance and
theming of a water attraction. After all, no two sites
are ever the same, and realising a vision entails a great
deal more than producing a floor plan featuring the
elements. On the basis of all the information collected,
our in-house designers create a unique design that
meets your wishes and the safety requirements. We
then execute your project as efficiently as possible. If
you wish, we can relieve you of all the burden involved,
by assuming responsibility for the turnkey delivery of
your water attraction, including any construction and
installation work. The designated project manager
ensures that the work runs smoothly. Not only in the
Netherlands, but also much further afield.

Whatever your target group, Watergames & More
offers you a broad range of products to really put
your swimming pool, public space or leisure park
on the map. From spray parks and water slides
to inflatable play elements, water climbing walls,
interactive fountains & more; we have a wide range of
European certified products, which are made of high
quality, sustainable materials. After all, the quality
ultimately determines the appearance, the pleasure
of use and the ease of maintenance of the water play
equipment. You are therefore assured of a safe playing
environment with a high attraction value.

Advantages
Tailored to your wishes, site and budget
Swift response, thanks to our in-house design
Turnkey delivery relieves you of any burden
Maintenance-friendly and sustainable products
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SPRAY PARKS

Interactive water play
Our interactive spray parks offer endless fun. Equipping water playgrounds with combinations of water jets, sound, cause-effect relationships and elements that can rotate 360°
enables one to render children’s water play highly interactive.
The water from the jets is sprayed onto a level floor, which is laid on a gradient, and therefore
drains away directly, thus providing an exceptionally safe playing environment for all ages. It
is highly sustainable furthermore, as almost all the water is collected and reused.
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More information
about Spray Parks?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Endless possibilities

Attraction value

The spray park equipment supplied by our partner
Waterplay Solutions Corp. is modular and can therefore
be readily combined. You can also cater to different target
groups by creating separate zones. Furthermore, our
water playgrounds are wheelchair accessible. Given the
choice of hundreds of play elements, fountains, water
arches and play islands (Activity Towers) available, the
possibilities are basically endless. The equipment can
be personalised by means of theming, the use of colour
and unique graphics, so that is blends seamlessly with
the surroundings. In addition to assisting you in selecting
appropriate items, our experts create a unique design
that meets all your requirements.

Splashing, moving water around and diverting flows: these
are all pleasant and interesting discoveries. Children are
naturally attracted to water. Spray parks are designed
from the perspective of a child’s play needs, and therefore
encourage children to discover and develop their senses
and competences in a playful manner. Interactive water play
facilities offer greater diversity and more fun in recreational
environments, and render urban environments more social
and attractive. They tend to extend the time that visitors
stay, and can therefore generate more food and beverage
income. Given that much of the equipment is readily
interchangeable, entrepreneurs like you can introduce
seasonal innovations relatively easily, while also gaining
greater control of visitor numbers throughout the seasons.

Suitable for
Indoor & outdoor swimming pools
Public spaces
Campsites, bungalow parks and hotels
(Indoor) playgrounds and leisure parks
Nurseries and care centres

Advantages
Tailored to your wishes, site and budget
Turnkey delivery relieves you of any burden
Maintenance-friendly and sustainable
Low operating costs
Also suitable for existing pools
25-year warranty
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WATER SLIDES

Sensational attraction value
Our own range of water slides offers the combined advantages of high quality and an optimal
experience. A cool slide can lift your pool or leisure park to a higher level. We ensure that
the slide is personalised and tailored to blend seamlessly with the surroundings, while
also offering turnkey delivery service that enables you to fully (or partly) outsource its
construction. Watergames & More uses solely high quality materials, so that your visitors can
rest assured of many years of carefree water fun!
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More information
about water slides?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Watergames & More product range

Endless possibilities

Watergames & More has developed its own range of
water slides. We have compiled a collection of various
products with the most favourable properties to
create our unique product group. We use materials
including high-grade glass-fibre reinforced polyester,
which we produce entirely in our own premises.
Quality, durability and easy maintenance are therefore
guaranteed.

From a small slide in a paddling pool to a sensational
water slide with a freefall or a combination of slides,
we like to think along with you about the content and
appearance. The same applies to the possibilities: We
offer spectacular interactive elements, such as a time
registration system, action photos, a link with social
media, and interactive games with touch points. Your
visitors can even choose their favourite theme at the
start, thereby selecting the light and sound effects
experienced during the ride themselves.

Attraction value
We set great store by both your experience as a client
and that of your guests. Our slides are challenging,
lightning quick and interactive. An adventure for your
target group, added value for you, and increased
attraction value of your site into the bargain. An
interactive waterslide is highly attractive: the
possibilities it offers continually surprise visitors,
therefore persuading them to return time after time.

Advantages
Considerable power of attraction to visitors
Spectacular interactive effects
Tailored to your wishes, site and budget
Turnkey delivery relieves you of any burden
Maintenance-friendly and sustainable
High quality
5-year warranty at least
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TAILORED SOLUTIONS &
TOTAL CONCEPTS

A unique experience
A water attraction can be constructed entirely in keeping with your wishes. Do you have
any special requests? For example, would you like to have a project designed according to
a certain theme, or want to combine several water attractions to offer a total water play
experience? We would be pleased to think along with you, so that your vision becomes a
reality!
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More information
about the possibilities?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Tailor-made

Total concepts

As no two sites are ever quite the same, a tailored
solution is basically always advisable. In order to
create a suitable water attraction, we start with
the dimensions of the site available, the desired
appearance and the target group(s) that you want to
appeal to. In consultation, we decide how we might
best design your water slide, spray park or other
(tailor-made) attraction.

Water attractions comprising product combinations, such
as multiple water slides, spray parks & more in a themed
setting, provide a unique experience for your visitors and
increase the attraction value of your site. The concept
may nevertheless comprise both standard equipment and
tailor-made elements. To complete the picture, we develop
custom decor items, such as a pirate ship, a mascot, or
other elements that match your theme, corporate identity or
surroundings. Of course, you can also count on our turnkey
delivery service for the creation of a total concept. In that
case, we take the project off your hands and hand over your
water attraction ready for use.

The majority of water attractions can be personalised
using colour, theming (of both the equipment and
surroundings) and special effects (such as multimedia
in a waterslide). Spray park equipment can even
be personalised by applying any graphics required,
including company logos, coats of arms, house styles
and patterns. Every attraction that we create is
therefore unique.

Suitable for
Indoor & outdoor swimming pools
Campsites, bungalow parks and hotels
(Indoor) playgrounds and leisure parks
Public spaces
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& MORE

Inflatable elements
The inflatables supplied by our partner Flotí are distinguished by their exceptional quality and modular structure.
The components can be used separately, but can also be easily connected to each other to create a course in any
order you choose. The elements are made of multi-layer, nylon reinforced PVC or TPU: a particularly hardwearing
material of durable quality. Safety valve caps prevent elements from being deflated in the water, this vouching for
the safety of playing children and adults alike. While several standard courses have already been compiled, you
naturally have the option of composing your own package of elements.

Suitable for
Indoor & outdoor swimming pools
Lakes and the sea
Depths >1.20m (or >1.70m for a Flotí slide)
Pools with lengths from 25m
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Advantages
Modular concept
Environmentally friendly, lightweight materials
Resistant to both high and low temperatures
Durable connections (welded instead of glued)

More information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Water climbing walls
WaterClimbing adds adventure to your swimming pool. It basically consists of scaling climbing walls that tower
up to nine metres above the surface. The climbing walls are accessible to everyone. All the walls comprise
various climbing routes, which are marked out using colour coding. This allows both beginners and experts
to use the same equipment. Even the inexperienced can climb safely, with no need for either an instructor or
climbing equipment. Furthermore, a roof element is available for the true climbing enthusiasts, which features a
challenging overhang. On reaching the summit, your visitors can simply plunge back into the water.
All WaterClimbing products are extensively tested and fully certified by TÜV (Technischer Überwachungsverein).
In addition, they comply with EN79001, the safety standard for climbing walls in swimming pools.

Suitable for
Indoor & outdoor swimming pools
Depths >1.80m

Advantages
Various models and heights available
Extendable by means of a retractable start element
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& MORE

Interactive fountains
Fountains bring magic to life. From elegant to challenging, from large shows to accessible walk-in fountains on city
squares; our close collaboration with designers and landscape architects enables us to create a unique fountain for
any site.
Thanks to the use of special computer technology, the fountains can be remotely controlled and synchronised with
light and lasers. The fountain is dynamically controlled in time with the rhythm of the music. In fact, it can even be
coordinated with live music. This provides an unforgettable backdrop for a classical symphony or a roaring pop act,
which will amaze everyone.

Suitable for
Public spaces
Leisure and amusement parks
Shopping centres and hotels
Businesses
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Advantages
Fully integratable in existing settings
Tailored to your wishes, site and budget
Turnkey delivery relieves you of any burden whatsoever

More information?
info@watergamesandmore.com
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60

Sand & Water Play
We create sand & water play equipment that stimulates the development of motor skills, creativity and social
skills. Thanks to the modular system, the equipment can be readily combined and expanded to include additional
elements. The high quality of the materials used ensures that the equipment is vandal-proof and requires little
maintenance, while also minimising the effects of wear and tear caused by water and sand.
You have a number of choices when composing your play setup. For example, you can choose sand and water
play equipment made of a combination of wood and stainless steel, or equipment made entirely of stainless
steel, which can also be powder-coated in the colour of your choice. You also decide for yourself how the water is
to be supplied, for example via a pressure main or spring, or simply connected to a pump or a garden hose with a
standard tap fitting.

Suitable for
Public spaces
Outdoor swimming pools
Campsites and bungalow parks
(Indoor) playgrounds and leisure parks

Advantages
Modular concept
High quality
Maintenance-friendly and sustainable
Turnkey delivery relieves you of any burden
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SERVICE &
MAINTENANCE

Sustainable water play
We greatly value a high-quality and sustainable product, in which regard service and
maintenance play vital roles. Provided the appropriate service and maintenance methods
are applied, we can vouch for both the condition and lifespan of your water attraction. This
assures you of both greater convenience and an extended operating period.
In order to offer you the best possible service, we have a service team, including fitters, who
can be swiftly deployed to your site to carry out (urgent) repairs. In addition, we offer service
contracts that cover the performance of regular maintenance on your water attraction.
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Maintenance

Warranty

On completion of your water attraction, you will receive
instructions for its maintenance, including directions
for the monthly inspections and tips on how to keep
the attraction in optimum condition. Proper care
facilitates both ease of maintenance for you and the
pleasure of use for your visitors.

Watergames & More assures you of the best quality
available, in terms of both our service and products.
Our spray park elements are made of stainless steel.
Thanks to their high quality finish, we can offer
you a 25-year warranty on all stainless steel water
appliances. Our water slides have a standard warranty
period of 5 years, or 10 years when combined with a
service contract. We would be pleased to inform you of
the particular warranty conditions applicable.

Service
In addition to regular maintenance, it is important that
your water attraction is extensively serviced several
times a year. If you wish, we can carry out all that is
required in this regard for you. Our services comprise
preventive and corrective maintenance on your water
attraction, including its preparation for the summer
and winter seasons and maintenance on the water
treatment unit. On-site or remote technical support
is also part of the service. Please do not hesitate to
enquire about the advantages our service offers, and
the terms and conditions applicable.

Advantages
The early detection of service enables you to
avoid the need for (possibly costly) repairs
Complete provision from A to Z, even after delivery
A single point of contact

Cleaning
If you wish, we can also offer you the service of
complete cleaning and treatment of your attraction.
This includes polishing spray park equipment,
removing limescale, thoroughly cleaning the floor, etc.
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REFERENCES
& CONTACT

Reference projects
Our website offers you inspiration by providing details
of with some of the stunning water attractions and
total concepts that we have completed. Every project
is unique and therefore calls for a different approach.
We offer you an online peek behind the scenes into
the process of designing and installing waterslides,
spray parks and other tailor-made water attractions,
so you know what to expect, or can simply satisfy
your curiosity and enthusiasm. Discover how other
swimming pools, leisure parks and public spaces
designed their water attractions. The interviews, news
reports, brochures, videos, photos and social media
reports available allow you to discover all the ins and
outs of each project. Check the projects page on our
website for details of reference projects.
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Contact
Do you have a question or a request? Please
contact us in that case. Are you curious
about the team behind the family business
known as Watergames & More? If so, then
check the About Us page on our website.

Watergames & More B.V.
Argonstraat 86
2718 SN Zoetermeer, The Netherlands
T
+31 (0) 79 206 50 60
E
info@watergamesandmore.com
I		 www.watergamesandmore.com

Want to stay informed? If so, then
subscribe to our newsletter at
www.watergamesandmore.com.

linkedin.com/company/watergames-&-more-b-v
facebook.com/watergamesandmore

www.watergamesandmore.com
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